Graduate Rates - Bachelor's or Equivalent Programs

These numbers are for the cohort of **ALL** full-time, first-time freshmen who entered the university in Fall 2010.

**CDS B4.** Initial cohort total: **3,492**

**CDS B5.** Of the initial cohort total, how many did not persist and did not graduate for the following reasons - death, permanent disability, armed forces, foreign aid service to the federal government, or official church missions; total allowable exclusions: **3**

**CDS B6.** Final cohort total, after adjusting for exclusions: **3,489**

**CDS B7.** Of the initial cohort total, how many completed the program in 4 years or less: **1,435** or **41.1%**

**CDS B8.** Of the initial cohort total, how many completed the program in more than 4 years but in 5 years or less: **643**

**CDS B9.** Of the initial cohort total how many completed the program in more than 5 years but in 6 years or less: **135**

**CDS B10.** Total graduating within 6 years: **2,213**

**CDS B11.** Six year cumulative graduation rate for final cohort: **63.4%**

**CDS B12 through B21 - For Two-Year Institutions - Not Applicable to the University of Kansas**

**Retention Rates**

**CDS B22.** For the cohort of all full-time first-time degree-seeking freshmen who entered the university in Fall 2015 what percentage returned for Fall 2016? **81%**

Source: Attendance Patterns Data Base, Office of Institutional Research and Planning.